Our mission is to be leaders in attracting, developing, and promoting women in the chemical sciences.

The goals of the WCC include:

- Attracting women to a profession in the chemical sciences.
- Providing leadership for career development opportunities for women in the chemical sciences.
- Promoting and recognizing the professional accomplishments of women in the chemical sciences.

Who should be involved in the WCC?

- Industrial
- Academic
- Graduate
- Government
- Undergraduate
- Post-Doctoral

Planned Events for the 2015-2016 Year include:

- Grant/Fellowship Writing Workshop
- Pirate Game / Tailgate Social
- National Chemistry Week
- High School Essay Contest
- Adopt-A-Vet Holiday Stocking Drive
- Science Festival for Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh
- Careers in Chemistry Symposium for High School Students
- Networking Dinners / Socials
- Scientific Presentation Skills Workshop
- Scientific Writing Skills Workshop
- Girl Scout Workshop
- STEM-ulate Success High School Poster Session
- Self-Defense Workshop
- Achievement & Mentoring Awards
- Professional Development Workshop for Undergraduates

We encourage any gender from any institution that is interested in increasing diversity and excellence in the chemical sciences to become a part of the WCC.

Information about membership and upcoming meetings/programs can be found on our website, Facebook page, and LinkedIn page. See www.pghWCC.org